Selecting the All Important Greensmower
LLOYD WOODS, NATIONAL GREENS ADVISOR, BOWLS CANADA BOULINGRIN

What's New?
There is no doubt that greensmowers have become much more sophisticated than they formerly were. An important feature, the grooming reel, has come into greater use and most manufacturers now offer this device as an option. The groomer is a reel with vertical blades (or tines) located between the front roller and the cutting cylinder. It is used in conjunction with a Wiehle roller (one consisting of a series of disks) and lifts the grass to allow better mowing of the lateral growth that inevitably plagues greens to a greater or lesser extent. Reducing the recumbent growth increases the pace of the green somewhat and also improves the appearance of the turf. It is important to note that the groomer is not capable of removing thatch, therefore does not in any way replace the verticutter.

Secondly, there has been a general increase in the number of blades in the cutting cylinder to give more clips per inch at a given rate of travel and thereby a finer cut. Many manufacturers have embraced this trend. Most also offer a selection of bottom blades. The thinnest ones sometimes termed ‘tournament blades,’ permit closer mowing which not only improves the appearance of the turf but can also increase the pace of the green to some degree.

Another welcome improvement has been the introduction of better gasoline engines which are lighter, run more quietly, are easier to crank and start more reliably. Honda and Kawasaki are good examples of the better engines now available.

Many engines also feature low-oil switches which prevent them from running if the crankcase oil drops below a safe operating level.

A Great Deal of Choice
For a number of years, most clubs relied on the Scott Bonnar ‘Queen’ – an Australian mower specifically designed for bowling green maintenance. This mower has served well and remains the one most frequently used on bowling greens across Canada. It is the heaviest of all greensmowers at about 400 lbs and the only one powered by an electric motor although more recently a conversion kit has become available to fit the Scott Bonnar with a gasoline engine thus removing the inconveniences associated with the long power cord.

Quite a number of clubs are now using mowers other than the Scott Bonnar machine. They are all gasoline powered, lighter, more maneuverable, and some have features not available on the ‘Queen.’ A lighter mower causes less soil compaction when mowing in wet conditions and requires less strength and agility to operate which could be an important factor in cases where volunteers, particularly seniors, are called upon to look after the green.

ATCO, Bannerman, Jacobsen (Textron), John Deere, Toro and Thomas Green are some of the manufacturers, in addition to Scott Bonnar, which produce walk-behind greensmowers. All of these mowers (and perhaps other, less well known ones) have their pros and cons and are worthy of investigation.

As an example, the Scott Bonnar has a 30” width of cut while most of the others are only 22” wide. However, due to the ease of operation of the lighter mowers, the mowing time for a green is about the same for either type. Also, using the electric mower requires laying the power cord while the gasoline mowers, of course, do not require this operation.

Is Your Present Mower Satisfactory?
If your present greensmower is doing a good job, it is obvious that you do not need to consider spending the $6,000 to $10,000 required to purchase a new one.

If your mower is NOT mowing satisfactorily but is otherwise mechanically sound, a change to your equipment maintenance practices is indicated. You should make certain that:

• the reel is sharp;
• the bedknife is in good condition;
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the reel to bedknife clearance is adjusted properly.

Once the reel and bedknife are put in good condition they should be kept that way by backlapping and adjusting the reel-to-bedknife clearance every week or two.

Is a New Mower in Your Future?

If you feel a new mower is warranted, then you should begin with a thorough investigation of the ones available to find the mower most suited to your requirements — and your budget!

When your investigation is complete, you may find that the Scott Bonnar is the mower for you or perhaps you will favour one of the lighter gasoline powered mowers. If the latter is the case, you should consider ordering it with a grooming reel and Wiehle roller installed and also specify a tournament blade. This would be a top-of-the-line mower and therefore at the higher end of the price range noted previ-ously but has the potential to do an excellent job.

You would probably find that a greensmower of this type would be easier to use, particularly for volunteers as noted above. The grooming reel, used on a regular basis, would keep lateral growth to a minimum, and the thinner blade would allow mowing at 1/8" or even closer for special events.

A Final Word

Remember, whether you continue to use your present mower or buy a new one of any make, proper maintenance is a MUST if you are to get good results. Anyone with some mechanical ability can learn to do routine maintenance and a half hour spent each week or two, plus some additional time to change the bottom blade once per season, will pay rich dividends. Refer to the manual Bowling Green Maintenance and Management available through Bowls Canada, phone 613-244-0021, email office@bowlscanada.com. Chapter 15 outlines the procedure for backlapping, reel-to-bedknife adjustment and bedknife replacement. Please feel free to browse through our website at www.bowlsCanada.com.